Transition
Work for A level
Biology

This pack contains a programme of activities to prepare you to start
A level Biology in September. It is aimed to be used throughout the
remainder of the summer term and over the summer holidays to
ensure you are ready to start your course in September.

Checklist: Due Completed September 2020
YOU NEED TO BRING THE EVIDENCE OF ALL THE TASKS ON YOUR FIRST BIOLOGY
LESSON IN SEPTEMBER

TASK

Student Check
(tick when
compete)

Teacher
check

Bring in evidence showing completion of:
Write name of a book/ books your read in
the next box:
Write film(s) linked with Biology/Science
you watched in the next box:
TASK 1

Cornell notes on the Teds talks

TASK 2

Write a letter (enzymes)

TASK 3

Write a letter (Biodiversity)

TASK 4

Recall Practical key terms

TASK 5

Maths skills: Practice Questions

TASK 6

Ultrastructure of an animal Cell

TASK 7

Produce a Presentation inspired from
an article you read, an exhibition you
saw, a scientist or a current Biology
topic you are interested in
It needs to be written by you and not
copied from the internet (you can use
pictures and you need to be able to talk
about it with me in September!)

EXTRA LINKS FOR EXTRA BIOLOGY
BBC Radio four Science podcast/programmes (in our time)

•
•

- ‘In Our Time - Microscopes’ https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03jdy3p
Podcast - ‘In Our Time - Enzymes’ https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b08rp369
Mutation https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b008drvm
e.g : Podcast

Kick back this summer with a good read. The books below are all popular science books
and great for extending your understanding of Biology.
The Red Queen
It’s all about sex. Or sexual selection at
least. This book will really help your
understanding of evolution and particularly
the fascinating role of sex in evolution.
Available at amazon.co.uk

Junk DNA
Our DNA is so much more complex than you
probably realize, this book will really deepen
your understanding of all the work you will do
on genetics. Available at amazon.co.uk

A Short History of Nearly
Everything
A whistle-stop tour through
many aspects of history from the
Big Bang to now. This is a really
accessible read that will refamiliarise you with common
concepts and introduce you to
some of the more colourful
characters from the history of
science! Available at
amazon.co.uk

Studying Geography
as well? Hen’s
Teethand Horse’s
Toes
Stephen Jay Gould is
a great evolution
writer and this book
discusses lots of
fascinating stories
about geology and
evolution.
Available at amazon.co.uk

An easy read..
Frankenstein’s Cat
Discover how glow in the dark fish are made and more great biotechnology
breakthroughs. Available at amazon.co.uk

Everyone loves a good story and everyone loves some great science. Some of these films are
based on real life scientists and discoveries. Some like Gattaca and Contagion are linked with
Biology. You won’t find Jurassic Park on this list but if you have never seen “Gorillas in the
mist” based on a true story, this is the time!

Gorillas in the
Mist (1988) An
absolute classic that
retells the true story
of the life and work of
Dian Fossey and her
work studying and
protecting mountain
gorillas from
poachers and habitat
loss. A tear jerker.

Gattaca (1997) Science fiction with
Ethan Hawkes, Uma Thurman and Jude
Law. Vincent, a genetically inferior
man who always aspired to travel in
space, assumes the identity of a
paraplegic in order to accomplish
his goal.

CONTAGION (2011) The death of
Beth Emhoff and her son leads to
the discovery of a deadly virus.
While the US Centers for Disease
Control struggles to curb its spread,
a worldwide panic ensues.

Something
the Lord Made
(2004)
Professor Snape
(the late great
Alan Rickman) in a
very different role.
The film tells the
story of the
scientists at the
cutting edge of
early heart surgery
as well as issues
surrounding
racism at the time.

Inherit The Wind (1960)
Great if you can find it.
Based on a reallife trial
of a teacher accused of
the crime of teaching
Darwinian evolution in
school in America. Does
the debate rumble on
today?

There are some great TV series and box sets available too, you might want to
check out: Blue Planet, Planet Earth I and II, Icarus, Blackfish, The Ascent of
Man, Catastrophe, Frozen Planet, Life Story, The Hunt and Monsoon.

Task 1 : Here are some great presentations (and free!) from world leading scientists and
researchers on a variety of topics. They provide some interesting answers and ask some
thought-provoking questions. Use the link or scan the QR code to view. Research, reading and
note making are essential skills for A level Biology study. For the following task you are going to
produce ‘Cornell Notes’ to summarise what they talked about ( 1 Cornell notes page for each talk).
This technique is explained in the next page.
A New Superweapon in the Fight
Against Cancer
Available at :
http://www.ted.com/talks/paula_
hammon
d_a_new_superweapon_in_the_fi
ght_agai nst_cancer?language=en
Cancer is a very clever, adaptable
disease. To defeat it, says medical
researcher and educator Paula
Hammond, we need a new and
powerful mode of attack.
Why Bees are Disappearing
Available at : http://www.ted.com/talks/marla_spivak_
why_bees_are_disappearing?language=en Honeybees have
thrived for 50 million years, each colony 40 to 50,000
individuals coordinated in amazing harmony. So why, seven
years ago, did colonies start dying en-masse?

What Doctors Don’t Know About the
Drugs They Prescribe
Available at :
http://www.ted.com/talks/ben_goldacre_
what_doctors_don_t_know_about_the_dr
ugs_they_prescribe?language=en
When a new drug gets tested, the
results of the trials should be
published for the rest of the medical
world — except much of the time,
negative or inconclusive findings go
unreported, leaving doctors and
researchers in the dark.
Growing New Organs
Available at :
http://www.ted.com/talks/anthony_at
ala_
growing_organs_engineering_tissue?la
ngu age=en
Anthony Atalla's state-of-the-art lab
grows human organs — from muscles
to blood vessels to bladders, and more.

Use ‘Cornell Notes’ to summarise information

1. Divide your page into
three sections like this

3. Use the large box to
make notes. Leave a
space between separate
ideas. Abbreviate where
possible.

5. Write a summary of
the main ideas in the
bottom space

2.
Write
the name, date
and topic at the
top of the page

4.
Review
and identify the
key points in the
left hand box

What Will You Study at A-Level BIOLOGY?
Biology OCR A –Year 1
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Module 1 – Development of practical skills in biology
Skills of planning, implementing, analysis and evaluation
Module 2 – Foundations in biology
Cell structure; Biological molecules; Nucleotides and nucleic acids;
Enzymes; Biological membranes; Cell division, cell diversity and
cellular organisation
Module 3 – Exchange and Transport
Exchange surfaces
Transport in animals
Transport in plants
Module 4 – Biodiversity, evolution and disease
Communicable diseases, disease prevention and the immune
system
Biodiversity
Classification and evolution.

Biology OCR A –Year 2
Module 5 – Communications, homeostasis and energy
• Communication and Homeostasis , Excretion as an example of
homeostatic control , Neuronal communication, Hormonal
communication, Plant and animal responses, Photosynthesis,
Respiration.
Module 6 – Genetics, evolution and ecosystems
• Cellular control, Patterns of inheritance, Manipulating genomes,
Cloning and biotechnology, Ecosystems, Populations and
sustainability.

Task 2:
Krabbe disease occurs when a person doesn’t have a certain enzyme in their body. The
disease effects the nervous system. Write a letter to a GP or a sufferer to explain what
an enzyme is.
Your letter should:
• Describe the structure of an enzyme
• Explain what enzymes do inside the body
Task 3 : Write a persuasive letter to an MP, organisation or pressure group promoting
conservation to maintain biodiversity.
Your letter should:
•

Define what is meant by species and classification

•

Describe how species are classified

•

Explain one way scientists can collect data about a habitat, giving an example

•

Explain adaptation and how habitat change may pose a threat to niche species.

MATHEMATICAL SKILLS
Transition from GCSE to A Level Moving from GCSE Science to A Level can be a daunting leap.
You’ll be expected to remember a lot more facts, equations, and definitions, and you will need
to learn new Maths skills and develop confidence in applying what you already know to
unfamiliar situations.
After completing the worksheet you should be able to:
Task 4 • recall the answers to the retrieval questions (Practical Science key terms)
• perform some maths skills:
Task 5 :
1) Number and units
2) Decimals, standard form, and significant figures
3) Working with formulae

Task 4 :

YOU WILL BE ASKED ABOUT THESE DEFINTIONS IN SEPTEMBER

Task 5 : Study and complete the practice questions

Task 6 :

YOU CAN ADD ANY OTHER FEATURES YOU’D LIKE TO FROM THE TABLE IN THE NEX T PAGE

